I. Introduction
In this paper a new operation, called parallel addition, is defined for pairs of linear operators. Parallel addition originally arose in an attempt to generalize a network synthesis procedure of It has been tacitly assumed in the above that A and B are positive numbers, since the formula for P is not necessarily defined otherwise* In the physical context the normal situation is for A and B to be positive, however, the case A and B » 0 -a short circuitcan be handled by lotting P » 0 if A » 0 and B is non-negative. Thus the concept of parallel addition of non-negative scalars is, a well defined mathematical operation; it will be denoted here by A:B.
As is well known, positive semdefinite matrices are a generalization of non-negative scalars. This suggests that the parallel addition of 
and, in particular, The results of this section will be motivated by electrical networks.
The proofs, however, will be purely algebraic. Consider the diagram below, which shows nine resistors in a series-parallel network* We first give a heuristic argument. Consider the network of Figure 3 a b FIGURE 3 For a given current input z, the current will divide z « x + y in such 2 2 a fashion that the power dissipated ax + by is minimum. That is 2 2 2 a:bz < ax + by which is lemma 18 in the scalar case. The same argument may be used for n-ports with impedance matrices. 
